01:35 to: KJ Hillgren
    I can hear

01:36 to: Robert Barr
    yep

01:41 to: Claudia Haines
    How about everyone else?

01:44 to: Rebecca 2
    Yes

02:27 to: KJ Hillgren
    nope

03:45 to: Rebecca 2
    I'm not seein ght edrop down box

03:47 to: Robert Barr
    im failing with the drop down, but D!

04:17 to: Robert Barr
    gotcha

11:08 to: Amy 1
    :-)  

11:14 to: Claudia Haines
    Welcome Amy!

13:36 to: Rebecca 2
    Planning some for January

13:48 to: Amy 1
    Hi Claudia!

14:42 to: KJ Hillgren
    I hear you!

14:43 to: LAM
    Can hear

14:44 to: Robert Barr
    yep

14:46 to: Amy 1
    Yes

20:28 to: KJ Hillgren
Yes! Just google "Gamer Gate" to find out why.

20:38 to: KJ Hillgren
All-girls HS graduate here.

26:52 to: LAM
PB*J activity

26:55 to: LAM
http://www.bu.edu/gk12/tyler/lessons/PBJ/PBJ.htm

27:38 to: LAM
Some of the tools that Claudia mentioned are in the Library's guide for iPads - http://lam.alaska.gov/content.php?pid=600500&sid=5326026

28:43 to: LAM
http://scratch.mit.edu

44:20 to: LAM
We have a handout of Claudia's resources we'll handout right before our Q&A.

47:21 to: Amy 1
Uh oh... lost audio?

47:54 to: LAM
can you hear now?

48:01 to: LAM
Anyone hear us?

48:03 to: Rebecca 2
I can hear

48:05 to: KJ Hillgren
I can

48:43 to: Rebecca 2
Sounds fun. We were planning to do just Scratch.

48:54 to: Rebecca 2
I may plan another session with more choices.

48:56 to: KJ Hillgren
My regulars are fans of two things: legos and minecraft. Do you know if the hour of code offers anything that might appeal to them?

49:30 to: Robert Barr
I've heard about people making actual computer programs within minecraft, but it's pretty complex
Beyond one hour of code section has this for legos - http://www.lego.com/en-us/mindstorms/

I had a great Minecraft program back in Baltimore, but none here yet.

https://www.khanacademy.org/computer-programming/minecraft/1523326697

thank you, both

Thanks!

Thanks.